
Jimmy Olsen 
Asks the Tough 
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Agenda
Duty to Rescue  

Imprisoning Aliens 

Financial Responsibility for Super Villain 
Battles? 

“Phantom Zone” and Cruel & Unusual 
Punishment?  

 J’onn J’onzz and Identity Theft  

 Does Supergirl Violate U.S. Airspace? 

Invasion of Privacy 

And Jeepers More!  



Jessica 
Mederson

Hero Name: Zippy 

Sworn Mission: To Help the Underdog 

Arch Nemesis: Hypocrites  

Weaknesses: Chocolate, sitcoms, and 
Celebrity gossip  



Jordon 
Huppert

Hero Name: Link 

Skills: Defending the Public, arguing 
with the man, being a general pain in 

the Neck 

Weaknesses: Spiders that aren't Spider-
man, usually the facts, being told 

the odds.



Joshua 
Gilliland

Hero Name: Bow Tie 

Skills: Wielding the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure for native file 

productions 

Weakness: New Comics on Wednesdays, 
Chicken tacos 



Crystal 
Swanson

Hero Name:  Pro Hawk V’che 

Skills:  Gather the facts, seek the 
truth, cross like a boss 

Weaknesses:  80's hair bands 



Roger Quiles
Hero Name: GameShark 

Sworn mission: to serve and protect 
professional video game players 

Arch nemeses: final bosses everywhere 

Weaknesses: controllers and keyboards 
with sticky buttons, cheat codes, and 

mojitos



Cynthia 
Kitchen

Superhero name: Captain Kitty 

Skills: Defender of contractors; cat 
whisperer 

Weaknesses: Sephora; Susiecakes



“Jimmy 
Olsen”

Name: James Bartholomew Olsen 

Occupation: Cub Reporter (75+ years experience) 
Aliases: Elastic Lad, Giant Turtle Boy, Superlad, 

Flamebird, Mr. Action, Super-Youth, Cosmic Brain, 
Ultra-Olsen, Wonder Olsen, Wonder Lad, Bonzo, 

Secret Agent Double Five 

Base of Operations: Metropolis 

Powers: Had them all at one time or another 
Skills: Recklessness, Enthusiasm, kidnapability, 

Inserting self into news stories, Master of Disguise, 
Cross-dressing, photographer, detective, willingness 
to eat/drink unknown/possibly hazardous materials 

Weaknesses: Lucy Lane 
Twitter: @boyofrubber 

website: www.RubberReport.com

http://www.RubberReport.com


Duty to Rescue
Does Supergirl have to save anyone in National City?



Duty to Rescue
No duty to Rescue Unless “Special Relationship” 

A duty to rescue can be created between individuals 
by 1) statutes; 2) contractual relationships; or 3) 
impliedly by virtue of the relationship between the 
tortfeasor and a third party. 

Good Samaritan Laws: Encourage People to Act. 
Rhodes v. Illinois Cent. Gulf R.R., 172 Ill. 2d 213, 232-233 (Ill. 1996);  Bobo v. State, 346 Md. 706, 715, 697 A.2d 

1371 (1997); Miglino v Bally Total Fitness of Greater N.Y., Inc., 20 N.Y.3d 342, 348 (N.Y.2013).



Cleaning Up the Plane?
Who gets the jet out of the river?



Oil tanker liability
IS Supergirl responsible for the oil spill?



 financially responsible for 
property damage in battles with 

super-villains?
DEO Employee or Independent 
Contractor: 

1 whether the person is engaged in a 
distinct occupation,  

2 whether special skills are needed,  

3 whether the person supplies their 
own instruments and tools and  

4 whether the work usually is done 
with supervision. 

Toyota v. Lee (Citation?) 



Insurance Coverage 
for battle damage

Could insurance protection from damage 
caused by superhero/supervillain 
battles be protected by insurance? 

Federal Government? 

  

What if the villain is a god?



Sue the villains!

When could 
someone sue a 
villain for 
property 
damage? 

Tort Liability? 



What are the legal rights of the 
aliens imprisoned by the DEO?



Can Aliens sue the 
DEO ?

 Alien Tort Act: 

An alien can sue if they can prove: 

 1 they are an alien  

 2 they are asserting a tort action (say false 
imprisonment),  

3 the tort was a violation of law and  

4 the claims touch and concern the territory 
of the United States. 

28 USC §1350



Does the DEO have 
exclusive jurisdiction 

over space aliens?



Did General Lane Violate the 
Constitution?

[Hint: YES!]

Whoever, except in cases and under circumstances expressly 
authorized by the Constitution or Act of Congress, willfully 
uses any part of the Army or the Air Force as a posse 
comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws shall be fined 
under this title or imprisoned not more than two years, or 
both. 

18 USCS § 1385. 



Can Lucy Lane be disbarred for 
holding humans in violation of 

their due process rights?

Conviction of a felony or 
misdemeanor, involving 
moral turpitude, 
constitutes a cause for 
disbarment or suspension. 

CA Business and Professions Code 
section 6101(a).



Phantom Zone! 

Excessive bail shall 
not be required, nor 
excessive fines 
imposed, nor cruel 
and unusual 
punishments inflicted. 

8th Amendment, U.S. 
Constitution



Phantom Zone 
Unconstitutional?

Supreme Court has interpreted that to mean that 
prison officials should provide a minimal level of 
life’s necessity. They must provide “humane 
conditions of confinement…ensure that prisoners 
receive adequate food, clothing, shelter, and 
medical care, and must take reasonable measures 
to guarantee the safety of inmates”.  

Farmer v. Brennan 511 US 825, 834 (1994), 
emphasis added.



Have the prisoners of the 
Phantom Zone served their time? 



Should Alura have recused herself from 
her sister Astra’s trial on Krypton?

[Or is it Cool to Convict Your Twin sister?]



Does Krypton have a 
Code of judicial ethics

A JUDGE SHALL PERFORM THE DUTIES OF JUDICIAL OFFICE IMPARTIALLY*, 
COMPETENTLY, AND DILIGENTLY. Canon 3. 

Canon 3(C)(1)(d)(i): Disqualification. 

(1) A judge shall disqualify himself or herself in a proceeding in which the judge’s 
impartiality might reasonably be questioned, including but not limited to instances 
in which: 

(d) the judge or the judge’s spouse, or a person related to either within the 
third degree of relationship, or the spouse of such a person is: 

(i) a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a party; 



three degrees of twins

CCP 170.1.(a) A judge shall be disqualified if any one or 
more of the following are true: 
… 
(4) The judge, or the spouse of the judge, or a person 
within the third degree of relationship to either of them, 
or the spouse of such a person is a party to the 
proceeding or an officer, director, or trustee of a party. 



Can J’onn J’onzz  Be Prosecuted for 
Identity theft of Hank Henshaw’s Life?

How about False impersonation? 

any person who knowingly and 
without consent credibly 
impersonates another actual 
person through or on an Internet 
Web site or by other electronic 
means for purposes of harming, 
intimidating, threatening, or 
defrauding another person is 
guilty of a public offense… 

CA Penal Code 528.5



False Impersonation: 
Yes!

J’onzz assumed the identity of Hank 
Henshaw in both his personal and 
official capacity of the head of the DEO; 

J’onzz has signed and issued orders on 
behalf of the DEO, thus publishing 
written instruments with the intent his 
orders be used as true; 

J’onzz has acted as a Federal agent in 
apprehending both aliens and humans, 
who are held without trial, thus 
violating at least the human’s civil 
rights, therefore subjecting Henshaw 
to a 1983 action; and 

J’onzz has to live someplace, meaning 
either a lease or deed has been signed in 
Henshaw’s name, using Henshaw’s credit 
history for J’onzz personal benefit. 

Cal Pen Code § 529.



Does Alex Danvers have an obligation to 
turn Maxwell Lord in for his crimes? 

attempted murder,  
assault,  

kidnapping,  
False Imprisonment  

terrorism,  
blackmail,  

Train Wrecking, 
illegal medical 

experiments, 
Flying Commercial Drones 

without a license, 
invasion of privacy, 

somehow managing to be 
both ruggedly AND 
boyishly handsome?



Does superGirl  
Violate US Airspace? 

What does the FAA Say?



Look! Up in the sky!

Federal Aviation Administration  

Supergirl the aircraft? 

Military exemptions 



Airspace Law

The US Government has exclusive 
sovereignty of airspace of the United 
States. 

US Citizens have a public right of transit 
through navigable airspace. 

Is Supergirl a plane, Drone, or Helicopter? 



Invasion of Privacy? 
Criminal? Civil?



4th amendment 

Does Supergirl Need 
a Warrant to use 
Super-Hearing or 
X-Ray Vision?  

Are Kara’s senses 
like “using sensory 
enhancing 
technology” or her 
natural senses? 



Prosecuting Supergirl 
for invasion of privacy

investigation of a serious crime pursuant to a search 
warrant is a defense which justifies the invasion of his 
privacy (in this case, destruction of computer disks 
used in his research)  as a matter of law.  

But – Supergirl never obtains a search warrant when 
she uses her superpowers…so does this mean that 
Supergirl can be prosecuted for invasion of privacy??   

Baughman v State of California (1995) 38 Cal.App.4th 182



What is an Intrusion? 
Could Cat prove 
that Supergirl 
“penetrated some 
zone of physical or 
sensory privacy 
surrounding the 
plaintiff or 
obtained 
unwarranted access 
to data about the 
plaintiff”?  

Miller v National Broad. Co. (1986) 187 
Cal. App. 3d 1463, 1482.  



Super-Hearing

an invasion of privacy occurs where one intentionally intrudes, physically or otherwise, upon the 
solitude, seclusion, private affairs, or concerns of another, in a manner that would be highly offensive 
to a reasonable person. (Shulman v Group W Productions, Inc. (1998) (18 Cal 4

th
 200, 231.)   

So all of those times that Supergirl uses her superhearing to listen in on conversations seem pretty 
likely to be considered an invasion of privacy.   



Remedies for Violating 
privacy rights

Compensatory 
Damages 

Emotional Distress 

Punitive Damages 

Double Treble 
Damages 

Injunction 



Affirmative Defenses
Investigation of a Serious Crime



California right to privacy

A person is liable for constructive 
invasion of privacy when the person 
attempts to capture, in a manner 
that is offensive to a reasonable 
person, any type of visual image, 
sound recording, or other physical 
impression of the plaintiff 
engaging in a private, personal, or 
familial activity, through the use 
of any device, regardless of 
whether there is a physical 
trespass, if this image, sound 
recording, or other physical 
impression could not have been 
achieved without a trespass unless 
the device was used. 

Cal Civ Code § 1708.8(b)



FCC License for a 
Message of Hope?

TV stations are regulated by Federal 
Communications Commission.  

FCC regulates all interstate 
communications such as wire, satellite and 
cable.   

In order to broadcast on any TV channel, 
a station would need to be licensed by the 
FCC. 

If a channel were operated without a 
license, the FCC can undertake an 
enforcement action against the operator.   

Unlicensed operation of a tv channel/
radio channel is prohibited



Should Jimmy Olsen’s abs be 
illegal? 



Extremely accurate 



Did Winn Sexually 
harass Supergirl?

Harassment is unwelcome conduct that is 
based on race, color, religion, sex 
(including pregnancy), national origin, 
age, disability or genetic information. 

Harassment becomes unlawful when: 

Enduring the offensive conduct 
becomes a condition of continued 
employment, or 

The conduct is severe or pervasive 
enough to a create a work 
environment that a reasonable 
person would consider intimidating, 
hostile or abusive



analysis 

Trying on Uniforms:   “you 
look really pretty without 
your glasses”  

Asked Kara to Dance 

Thanksgiving Dinner: Kara 
says Winn is “best friend in 
the world” 



Is Kara’s adoption by the 
Danvers legal?

[Hint: No Birth Certificate]



superman adopting jimmy



Why did this happen?
Is it Legal? 



Super-Questions



Thank You


